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In the context of upcoming new physics searches at the LHC, we investigate the impact of
multidimensional differential rates in typical LHC analyses. We discuss the properties of shape 
information, and argue that multidimensional rates bring limited information in the scope of a discovery, 
but can have a large impact on model discrimination. We also point out subtleties about systematic 
uncertainties cancellations and the Cauchy–Schwarz bound on interference terms.
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In modern High Energy Physics, the use of large datasets has 
become commonplace. In two areas in particular, Particle Physics 
and Cosmology, the forefront of discoveries and characterisation of 
new phenomena relies on extraction of information from complex 
datasets produced by experiments like Planck [1] and the LHC [2]. 
In both ﬁelds, a precise theoretical paradigm is used to interpret 
the data (CDM and SM, respectively) and the search for new phe-
nomena depends then on identifying subtle deviations within the 
data, often relying on machine learning techniques. For example, 
the discovery rare SM processes, like mono-top [3] and Higgs de-
cays to tau-leptons [4], has been achieved using this methodology.
On the theoretical side, these multivariate techniques obscure 
the physical understanding of which variables drive the analysis, 
making the re-interpretation of results very diﬃcult and in general 
hindering the public use of the data. Yet more detailed informa-
tion, in particular differential rates, is required to advance the pro-
gramme of searching for a new paradigm beyond the standard one. 
For example, the use of differential information on Higgs produc-
tion [5] has proven key to pushing the limits of understanding the 
impact of possible new phenomena in the Higgs boson properties.
In this paper we investigate the advantages and limitations of 
multidimensional shape information in searching for new physics 
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SCOAP3.and present two case studies, the new physics search in the con-
text of the SM Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) and the charac-
terisation of the quantum numbers of a new resonance. These 
case studies, together with the material collected in the Appendix, 
give examples of how differential distributions can be exploited by 
theorists. Currently, experiments provide mostly one-dimensional 
distributions, and only rarely two-dimensional information – a no-
table exception to this trend is provided by the ATLAS analysis [6]
of h → γ γ , which made public the 2D differential distributions in 
pT of the Higgs and number of jets. This work is also meant as 
an incentive for experiments to provide systematically differential 
distributions in an exploitable form.
2. Statistical basics
In this section we set the notation of the statistical analysis. 
We denote phase space by D, and consider a binning of D in d
dimensions. The bins are set along a dimension i ∈ (1 . . .d) and 
labelled by ri , with the coordinates (r1, . . . , rd) of a bin denoted r, 
and the associated piece of phase space Dr . The observed event 
number in the bin r is denoted nˆr , and the expected event number 
for a given value of the underlying parameter θ is denoted nr(θ). 
Total number of observed events is nˆ = ∑r nˆr and the expected 
total number events is n =∑r nr .
For further convenience one also introduces the d-dimensional 
density of expected events f X (x), where X = (Xi) denotes the 
set of binned variables. f X (x) is simply the differential event rate le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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a bin r is then given by
nr = n
∫
Dr
f X (x)dx . (1)
2.1. Likelihood
The likelihood function L is deﬁned as the conditional proba-
bility of obtaining the observed data given a hypothesis, taken as 
a function of this hypothesis. For a hypothesis H with a set of pa-
rameters θ ,
L(θ) ≡ Pr(data|H, θ) . (2)
The likelihood function can be deﬁned up to an overall constant 
factor.
The events counted in each of the bins are statistically indepen-
dent, hence the likelihood factorises as
L =
∏
r
Lr . (3)
The event number in every bin follows a Poisson statistics, so that 
the likelihood function in the bin r is given by
Lr(θ) = nr(θ)nˆr e−nr(θ) . (4)
For a given integrated luminosity L, nr(θ) is given by the event 
rate on the bin, nr(θ) =Lσr(θ).
The likelihood can be formally factored in a Poisson term Ltot
containing the information about the total rate and a term Lshape
containing the information about the shape of the differential dis-
tribution, so that L(θ) = Ltot(θ)Lshape(θ) with
Ltot(θ) = n(θ)nˆe−n(θ) (5)
Lshape(θ) =
∏
r
(
nr(θ)
n(θ)
)nˆ
. (6)
We stress this feature remains valid beyond Poisson statistics, 
when systematic uncertainties are also included in the likelihood. 
Indeed, it is always possible to split the nuisance parameters 
into as subset affecting only Ltot(θ) and a subset affecting only 
Lshape(θ).
Finally, in the limit where bin size is small enough so that every 
bin contains only zero or one event, Lshape(θ) tends to the classical 
“unbinned” likelihood expressed in terms of the continuous prob-
ability density function of the events along the previously-binned 
variable X ,
Lunbinnedshape (θ) =
nˆ∏
I=1
f θX (xI ) , (7)
where the xI are the values of X associated to each of the observed 
events. The f θX has been deﬁned in Eq. (1).
2.2. Credible regions and hypothesis testing
We adopt the framework of Bayesian statistics.1 The model pa-
rameters are given an a-priori probability density π(θ), called “pri-
or”, that can encode both subjective and objective information. The 
1 The Bayesian framework is consistent with the “likelihood principle”, which 
states that all experimental information is encoded in the likelihood function. This 
is not the case of, for example, frequentist p-values.“posterior” density is deﬁned as p(θ) ∝ L(θ)π(θ), it provides the 
preferred regions of θ ones data are taken into account. The shape 
of the prior becomes irrelevant once enough data are accumulated, 
i.e. when the posterior is data-dominated.2
A so-called 1 − α credible region of highest density is deﬁned 
by the domain 1−α = {θ | p(θ) > p1−α}, where p1−α is deter-
mined by the fraction of integrated posterior∫
1−α dθ p(θ)∫

dθ p(θ)
= 1− α , (8)
 being the whole parameter space. We will use the credible re-
gions associated with 1 − α = {68.27% , 95.45% , 99.73%}.3
Comparison between two hypotheses H0 and H1 is done by 
means of the Bayes factor
B01 =
∫
1
L(θ1)π1(θ1)∫
0
L(θ0)π0(θ0)
, (9)
where the π0,1 are the priors for hypotheses H0,1 respectively. The 
Bayes factor is interpreted using the Jeffreys’ scale [7], which asso-
ciates weak, moderate and strong evidence in favour of H0 to the 
threshold values log B01 ∼ 1, 2.5, 5 (i.e. B01 ∼ 3, 12, 150).
The Bayes factor framework can be used in the context of new 
physics searches. In order to assess that the data favour a hypothe-
sis where a parameter θ is different from a given value θ0 one has 
to compare the H1 hypothesis to H0 ≡ H1|θ = θ0 (see also [7], [8]). 
In the context of effective operators, H1 can for instance be the SM 
deformed by higher dimensional operators (the SMEFT), while H0
is the SM. Deﬁning B0 ≡ 1/B01, we have
B0 =
∫

L(θ)π(θ)
L(θ0)
, (10)
that we refer to as the discovery Bayes factor. The test assesses that 
θ = θ0 for B0 > 1, using the thresholds given above.
2.3. Asimov (projected) data
In order to evaluate the sensitivity of a future analysis, mea-
surement, or experiment, one can rely on imaginary, speculative 
data. That is, instead of introducing actual observed data in the 
likelihood Eq. (2), one can instead introduce speculative data com-
ing for instance from a simulation of the experiment. We refer to 
these as projected data.
An important subtlety, well discussed in [9], is that an assump-
tion has to be made on the statistical ﬂuctuations present in the 
projected data. Along this paper, we will simply consider the case 
where no statistical ﬂuctuations are present in the projected data. 
A dataset satisfying this condition is sometimes referred to as an 
“Asimov” dataset [9].
The event numbers in the projected dataset assuming no statis-
tical ﬂuctuations and the presence of an operator with coeﬃcient 
c′ are then simply given by L σr(c′). In practice, these rates have 
to be estimated by MonteCarlo simulations, just like the expected 
ones.
2 The prior has however to satisfy basic physical conditions, such as keeping an 
event number positive in order to avoid singularities in the posterior. As a general 
rule, the posterior should be data-dominated in the limit of many data, otherwise 
the inference process cannot happen.
3 Note that conﬁdence regions are not uniquely deﬁned, but the method of high-
est density is the most commonly used and arguably the most natural.
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In this section we study the information content of differential 
rates and their use in new physics search and model comparison.
The information content of a likelihood function with respect 
to a parameter θ is measured by the observed Fisher information 
Iθ [L] ≡ −∂2θ log L.4 In this section we focus on a single parameter 
case, which is enough for our arguments. The likelihood functions 
we focus on arise from event counting and can always be factored 
as
L(θ) = Ltot(θ)Lshape(θ) , (11)
where Ltot(θ) contains the information on the total rates and 
Lshape(θ) contains information on the shape of differential distri-
butions.5 The information content from total event number and 
from the shape (Itot ≡ I[Ltot], Ishape ≡ I[Lshape]) are thus indepen-
dent from each other. Ishape, therefore, could be arbitrarily large 
with respect to Itot, i.e. the amount of information contained in 
the shape could dominate over the amount of information con-
tained in the total rate. It is thus fully justiﬁed to systematically 
take into account the shape information on top of the total rate 
information.
The information content of Lshape with respect to the dimen-
sionality of the differential rate distribution is slightly more subtle. 
For concreteness let us consider the case of one kinematic vari-
able (“1D”) versus two kinematic variables (“2D”). The variables 
are labelled X and Y . Before making general considerations, let us 
present a concrete example. Let us consider the unbinned shape 
likelihood shown in Eq. (7). For two variables, the 2D unbinned 
likelihood takes the form
L2Dshape(θ) =
nˆ∏
I=1
f X,Y (xI , yI ) . (12)
In the limit where the underlying process does not lead to cor-
relation between the X and Y variables, one has f X,Y (x, y) =
f X (x) fY (y) by deﬁnition. Hence the 2D likelihood factorises
into the 1D likelihoods associated with X and Y respectively, 
L2Dshape(θ) = L1D,Xshape(θ)L1D,Yshape(θ). On the other extreme, in the limit 
where the underlying process leads to a full correlation between 
the two variables, one has a linear relation X = αY with α = 0, 
and the joint density becomes f X,Y (x, y) ≡ fY (y)δ(x − αy) =
α f X (x)δ(x − αy). The Dirac δ’s being independent of θ , one gets 
that L2Dshape(θ) ∝ L1D,Xshape(θ) ∝ L1D,Yshape(θ) – the overall constant being 
irrelevant in the deﬁnition of the likelihood. Another example as-
suming a Gaussian shape for f X,Y is worked out in Appendix A.
Let us now discuss the information content of the 2D shape 
likelihood L2Dshape. This discussion applies to the above example, but 
the arguments used are general. If the X and Y variables are totally 
correlated, one has I2Dshape = I1D,Xshape = I1D,Yshape, and there is no gain in 
going from 1D distributions to the 2D distribution. On the other 
extreme, if the two variables X, Y provide uncorrelated informa-
tion, the likelihood factorises and the total information is given by 
4 The expected Fisher information has been recently advocated in Ref. [27] as 
a way of visualising the information content of differential distributions and the 
expected constraints on EFT operators. The results presented in this reference are 
orthogonal to those discussed in the present Letter, where we focus on the relative 
power of multidimensional analyses and use the observed Fisher information only 
for qualitative arguments.
5 This is true for Poisson statistics, and remains also true in presence of system-
atic uncertainties, as these can always be split into as subset affecting only Ltot(θ)
and a subset affecting only Lshape(θ).I1D,Xshape + I1D,Yshape. This is the maximum information possible, thus one 
obtains that
I2Dshape ≤ I1D,Xshape + I1D,Yshape , (13)
which implies that the information gain from 1D to 2D cannot be 
arbitrarily large. The gain from 1D to 2D is maximal when the 
two variables are uncorrelated and their Fisher information are of 
the same order of magnitude, I1D,Xshape ∼ I1D,Yshape ≡ I1Dshape. In such case 
Eq. (13) tells that the maximal value for I2Dshape is given by twice
I1Dshape. These considerations hold in presence of both statistical and 
systematic uncertainties. In the rest of this paper, we will often re-
fer to the information gain obtained from using a 1D differential 
distribution to using a 2D differential distribution as the “1D/2D” 
gain.
Pursuing in our general considerations, let us evaluate the im-
pact of the various pieces of information discussed above in the 
subsequent statistical analyses. In order to proceed, we need to 
consider statistical tests. We adopt the framework of Bayesian 
statistics, which allows a uniﬁed treatment of discovery and model 
comparison. For hypothesis testing, the relevant quantity to use is 
the Bayes factor (see Sec. 2 for deﬁnitions).
We assume that the likelihood for each hypothesis can be ap-
proximated by a Gaussian with respect to the parameter of interest 
θ . This limit tends to occur once at least O (10) events are col-
lected.6 The likelihood function then takes the form
L(θ) ≈ Lmax exp
(
−I (θ − θ¯ )
2
2
)
, (14)
where θ¯ is the value of θ preferred by the data, I is the Fisher in-
formation for θ , and the constant Lmax encodes the information 
about goodness-of-ﬁt7 between the hypothesis and the data. In 
this Gaussian limit, the Bayes factors exhibit simple expressions 
with respect to the Fisher information(s). Moreover, the Fisher in-
formation depends linearly on the observed total event number 
nobs to a good approximation.8 Hence we have I1Dshape = α1D nobs, 
I2Dshape = α2D nobs, with α2D ≤ α1D,X + α1D,Y . Note that the α2D in-
formation coeﬃcient can be at best α1D,X ∼ α1D,Y . This direct link 
of Fisher information to the event number is crucial to concretely 
quantify the impact of the various likelihoods.
To characterise discovery, we introduce the discovery Bayes fac-
tor, which compares a model hypothesis with a free parameter θ
with the same hypothesis restricted to θ = θ0 (see Sec. 2, and also 
[7], [8]). The discovery Bayes factor is given by
log B0 = αnobs (θ0 − θ¯ )
2
2
− 1
2
log
(
V 2αnobs
2π
)
, (15)
with α = αtot +αshape. The ﬁrst term in Eq. (15) encodes the com-
parison of central values while the second term encodes prior in-
formation. The V parameter, given by V = 1/π(θ0), encodes the 
information about both the prior volume and its value at θ0. This 
second term becomes quickly negligible once nobs increases, re-
alising explicitly the fact that prior information tends to become 
irrelevant in presence of data. We note that the constant Lmax does 
6 This behaviour has ﬁrst been described in Ref. [28].
7 Here “goodness-of-ﬁt” is meant in the broad sense of how well the model ﬁts 
the data. The value of Lmax is by itself not enough to reach robust conclusions about 
the model, which is why better-deﬁned hypothesis tests such as the Bayes factor 
(see Sec. 2) or frequentists tests (see e.g. [9].) have to be introduced.
8 In the Gaussian case this is simply because the observed Fischer information 
equals the inverse of the determinant of the covariance, which is approximately 
proportional to 1/nobs.
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Bayes factor for 1D and 2D distributions, and assuming θ¯1D ∼ θ¯2D, 
we get that
log B2D0 ≤ log B1D,X0 + log B1D,Y0 . (16)
The bound is saturated when the 2D information is maximal, 
α2Dshape = α1D,Xshape +α1D,Yshape, and for αtot  αshape. Finally, the informa-
tion gain from 1D to 2D would be maximal when α1D,Xshape ∼ α1D,Yshape ≡
α1Dshape, in which case we obtain that log B
2D
0 could be at most twice
log B1D0 .
This bound on the 2D Bayes factor can be easily translated in 
terms of sample size and evidence strength. In terms of sample 
size, the bound can be translated using the fact that the 1D/2D 
gain amounts to at most doubling the nobs from the 1D case. In 
terms of strength of evidence (see Jeffreys’ scale), we observe that 
moving from 1D to 2D can lead to a shift of at most one step 
in evidence strength. For instance, if the 1D Bayes factor would 
give moderate evidence (log B0 = 2.5), the 2D Bayes factor could 
at most reach strong evidence (log B0 = 5).
So far we have discussed how the 1D/2D information gain is 
bounded in the scope of a discovery. But what about model dis-
crimination? Approximating the likelihoods as Gaussians in both 
hypotheses H1, H2, the Bayes factor comparing H1 to H2 reads
log B12 = log
(
Lmax,1
Lmax,2
)
− log
(
α1
α2
)
. (17)
Note that the structure of this Bayes factor is different from 
the discovery Bayes factor. The ﬁrst term encodes the relative 
goodness-of-ﬁt of the models with respect to data, whereas the 
second term in Eq. (17) is a ratio of Fisher information, and should 
be understood as a measure of the relative ﬁne-tuning of the two 
models, see [10].9 This second, “naturalness” term is independent 
of nobs. In contrast, the ratio of maximum likelihoods depends in 
general on nobs, as goodness-of-ﬁt is in general different in both 
hypotheses. In fact, in the large sample limit, one expects
Lmax,1/Lmax,2 ∼ exp(βnobs) , (18)
where β a positive or negative constant. The case β > 0 corre-
sponds to the H1 model being a better ﬁt than H2, and conversely. 
The absolute value of log
(
Lmax,1/Lmax,2
)
is thus expected to grow 
with nobs, reducing the relative impact of the naturalness term.
We can now compare a Bayes factor based on a 1D distribution, 
log B1D12 , with a Bayes factor based on a 2D distribution, log B
2D
12 . 
Neglecting the naturalness terms (which are however different for 
1D and 2D), we are left with comparing the goodness-of-ﬁt terms 
of the 1D and 2D cases, roughly given by β1Dnobs and β2Dnobs. We 
have found no bound on the β2D/β1D ratio based on general infor-
mation considerations. This suggests that the 1D/2D information 
gain can in principle be arbitrarily large in case of model com-
parison – this gain being set by the relative goodness-of-ﬁt of the 
models. These features will be demonstrated in concrete examples 
in the next sections. Such unbounded 1D/2D gain does not happen 
for discovery because the discovery Bayes factor does not involve 
goodness-of-ﬁt, i.e. B0 does not depend on Lmax.
4. Case studies for discovery and characterisation
In this Section we perform multidimensional shape analyses 
in some realistic scenarios, with the primary focus of illustrating 
9 The likelihood ratio Lmax,1/Lmax,2 also appears in frequentist tests. In contrast 
the second term does not show up in the frequentist approach.the properties of shape information described in Sec. 3. Other as-
pects of the statistical analyses are also discussed, and all details 
needed to reproduce the simulations and analyses are provided. 
Two new physics scenarios are considered: operators from the 
SMEFT, and bosonic resonances, which are treated respectively in 
subsections 4.2 and 4.3.
4.1. General setup
This subsection collects information about the simulation and 
statistical setup which is common to all cases treated.
To simulate the conditions in the LHC for different model hy-
potheses, we use FeynRules to implement the BSM models, and 
the UFO [11] output to interface with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO plat-
form [12]. The parton events are then passed through Pythia [13]
for parton-showering and hadronisation. Finally, the hadrons are 
reconstructed via the anti-kT algorithm [14] with an R-parameter 
set to 0.4 using the FastJet [15] interface of MadAnalysis 5 [16]. 
A jet is tagged as arising from a b-quark when a B-hadron is 
present within a cone of radius R = 0.4 centered on the jet mo-
mentum direction. A private pyROOT script has been developed in 
order to automatise and monitor the whole analysis in the frame-
work of MadAnalysis.
As our focus is on evaluation and comparison of analyses based 
on future data prospects, we have introduced “projected” data in 
our likelihoods, see Sec. 2 for details. No statistical ﬂuctuations in 
the projected data are assumed (i.e. we assume Asimov data), and 
these are thus directly given by the expected rates.
Finally, regarding the aspect of shape information, in this sec-
tion we quantify the “1D/2D gain” using the expression
n2D|B=150/n1D|B=150 − 1 . (19)
This measure compares the sample size needed to reach a Bayes 
factor of 150 in the 1D and 2D cases. In the case of a new physics 
search, the upper bound on the 2D information (see Eq. (13) and 
below) translates here as an upper value of 100% for this 1D/2D 
gain.
4.2. Case I: CP-violating and -conserving effective operators
4.2.1. Scenarios and simulation
In the scenario where new particles are too heavy to be pro-
duced on-shell at the LHC, their observable effects are better de-
scribed by a low-energy effective theory, in the so-called SMEFT 
framework. For our case study we assume the presence of two 
characteristic dimension-six operators,
L= LSM + cHW O HW + c˜HW O˜ HW , (20)
where the operators O HW and O˜ HW are deﬁned as
O HW (O˜ HW ) = 2ig
m2W
[
Dμ†T2kD
ν
]
Wkμν(W˜
k
μν). (21)
Here  is the Higgs doublet and Wμν the SU (2)L ﬁeld strength. 
The Wilson coeﬃcients ci are normalised following the SILH ba-
sis conventions [17] and their current bounds can be found in 
Refs. [18,19]. Note we use the implementation of these operators 
provided in Ref. [20].
As an example of the use of differential information, we con-
sider Higgs production in the Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) mecha-
nism, and generate samples of 450 K events. Basic selection cuts 
require the presence of two jets with a transverse momentum 
p jT > 20 GeV, pseudo-rapidity |η j| < 4.5, as well as typical VBF 
cuts: the Dijet invariant mass is required to be larger than 400 GeV 
F. Ferreira et al. / Physics Letters B 778 (2018) 35–42 39Fig. 1. Differential event rate in the pγ1T –φγγ plane, in the vector boson fusion (VBF) process for the SM (top), CP-conserving (middle) and CP-violating (bottom) hypotheses 
for new physics in the SMEFT.and the jet separation in pseudo-rapidity to be above 2.8. The 
analysis selects two high-momentum jets j1, j2 and two photons 
γ1, γ2 from the Higgs decay. The indexes 1 and 2 denote the lead-
ing and sub-leading particles.
In order to determine the differential rates for arbitrary val-
ues of the effective operator coeﬃcients, we use the reconstruction 
method described in [21–23] – which has been dubbed “morph-
ing” in experimental references. The optimal version of the recon-
struction method has been described in [23] and is used in our 
analyses. The reconstruction provides estimates of the various com-
ponents of the rate on a given bin, σˆr(c) = σˆ SMr + cσˆ intr + c2σˆ BSMr
with c = cHW , c˜HW . An important subtlety related to the estima-
tion of the interference component in regions with low event rates 
is described in Appendix B.
The projected data are directly given by the σˆ (c′) event rates, 
where c′ is the value operator coeﬃcient assumed to be present 
in these projected data. The fact that we use the same rates σˆ (c)
for both projected and expected rates leads to an interesting sim-
pliﬁcation. It turns out that the main Monte Carlo uncertainties 
cancel out from the likelihood, leaving the maximum likelihood 
rigorously unchanged (see Appendix C). Rather, the uncertainties 
are only changing the Fisher information part, and more generally 
the likelihood line-shape. This simpliﬁcation implies that in prac-
tice, the number of Monte Carlo events to perform the simulation 
needs to be only mildly larger than the nominal number of events. 
Having for example nMCr > 3n
obs
r gives a systematic uncertainty of ∼ 33% on the Fisher information, and thus of ∼ 16.5% on the pro-
jected statistical uncertainty.
4.2.2. Results and discussion
Having described all the aspects of our simulations and like-
lihoods, let us proceed with the data analysis focusing on 1D and 
2D differential distributions and discuss the shape information. We 
have tested the constraining power of a set of basic kinematic vari-
ables including transverse momenta, azimuthal angles and longitu-
dinal rapidity differences between ﬁnal state objects. Throughout Fig. 2. Preferred regions in the cHW –c˜HW plane, assuming 3000 fb
−1 of integrated 
luminosity and no statistical ﬂuctuations. The 95% and 99% credible regions from 
measurement of the total rate are shown in gray. Regions taking into account 1D 
differential rate in φγγ [p
γ1
T ] are shown in blue [purple]. The regions taking into 
account the 2D differential rate (pγ1T , φγγ ) are shown in red. (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.)
our study we found that the pair of variables with the best 1D/2D 
gain for discovery are pγ1T , φγγ , hence we present the analy-
sis with respect to these two variables, see Fig. 1. Note, though, 
that the analysis does not include detector effects which could 
change the set of optimal variables. For the ﬁgure we have cho-
sen cHW = 1 in order to make clear how the distributions change. 
In the rest of the analysis, smaller values of cHW are used, which 
is more realistic.
We ﬁrst compute the posterior distributions for Ltot, L1D, L2D, 
assuming c′HW = c˜′HW = 0 in the projected data. The preferred re-
gions are shown in Fig. 2. We can see that taking into account 
the 1D distributions is crucial in order to lift the degeneracy in 
the cHW –c˜HW plane. In contrast, the gain from 1D to 2D differen-
40 F. Ferreira et al. / Physics Letters B 778 (2018) 35–42Fig. 3. Discovery Bayes factor for the O HW operator, assuming an underlying value 
of cHW = −0.01 in the data and no statistical ﬂuctuations. A ﬂat prior over [−1, 1]
is assumed for cHW . The gray, blue, purple, red lines correspond respectively to total 
rate (0D), 1D differential rate in φγγ , 1D differential rate in p
γ1
T , 2D differential 
rate in (φγγ , p
γ1
T ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 4. Bayes factor for OHW versus O˜ HW , assuming the underlying values cHW =
−0.01, c˜HW = 0 in the data and no statistical ﬂuctuations. A ﬂat prior over [−1, 1]
is assumed for cHW , ˜cHW . The gray, blue, purple, red lines correspond respectively 
to total rate, 1D differential rate in φγγ , 1D differential rate in p
γ1
T , 2D differential 
rate in (φγγ , p
γ1
T ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
tial information turns out to be mild. This is qualitatively expected 
from the arguments in Sec. 3 as the 1D/2D gain is bounded.
Assuming that the O HW operator with c′HW = −0.01 is present 
in the data, we compute the discovery Bayes factor for O HW as a 
function of the sample size, as shown in Fig. 3. A mild gain be-
tween Btot0 and B
1D
0 and between B
1D
0 and B
2D
0 is observed. That 
the two 1D Bayes factors have almost the same value is appar-
ently a mere coincidence. The 1D/2D gain for this pair of kinematic 
variables is the best we found among all the kinematic variables 
considered. A positive result is also obtained when assuming the 
existence of the operator O˜ HW instead of O HW . In all cases, the 
mild 1D/2D gain observed is in agreement with our general statis-
tical arguments of Sec. 3.
Still assuming the presence of the O HW in the data, we then 
use a Bayes factor comparing the cHW = 0 hypothesis with the 
c˜HW = 0 hypothesis, see Eq. (17). The result is shown in Fig. 4. We 
observe that the 1D/2D gain in this case is much larger than for 
discovery. For example we can see that the 1D/2D gain in sample 
size is about 90%, which corresponds to almost doubling the sam-
ple size. For comparison, for the discovery, the gain in sample size 
is of 20%. These features are again in agreement with our general 
statistical analysis of Sec. 3.Fig. 5. Bayes factor for spin-2 versus spin-0, assuming spin-2 in the data and no 
statistical ﬂuctuations. The blue, purple, red lines correspond respectively to the 
1D differential rate in p1T , 1D differential rate in φ , 2D differential rate in 
(p1T , φ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
We should stress that certain kinematic variables such as mjj
have a better discriminating power than the variables we consider 
but are not as good for discovery, hence we present results based 
on the pγ1T , φγγ variables in order to have a direct compari-
son with the discovery Bayes factor. Nevertheless, the large 1D/2D 
gain persists for these other combinations of variables, the pair 
mjj − pγ1T , for instance, has 1D/2D gain in sample size is about ∼ 100%.
4.3. Case II: Testing the spin of a resonance
We consider now the discovery of a new resonance with ei-
ther spin zero or two, and how our analysis would help on the 
characterisation of the resonance using a ﬁnal state of a pair of Z
bosons further decaying leptonically, pp → φ + X → 2+2− + X . 
The spin-0 and spin-2 resonance behaviour is simulated using ex-
isting FeynRules models. Samples of 450K events were generated, 
following the hadronisation procedure previously described. The 
two pairs of opposite-sign leptons are required to have an invari-
ant mass close to the Z boson mass, 75 GeV<m < 105 GeV, and 
are sorted by their transverse momentum, with 1 being the hard-
est lepton. We chose p1T , φ as kinetic variables for analysis. 
Widths and production rates of the two resonances are assumed 
to be the same, so that only differential distributions may be used 
to distinguish the spin of the resonance.
Following the same approach as for Case I, we assume that the 
projected data arises from a spin-2 resonance, and compute the 
Bayes factor B20 comparing the spin-2 hypothesis to spin-0 hy-
pothesis. The 1D/2D gain in sample size is found to be ∼ 50% for 
p1T and ∼ 75% for φ . Thus we observe again a substantial gain 
in Fisher information when using the 2D distribution instead of 
individual 1D distributions. Similar results are obtained when as-
suming a spin 0 resonance and computing B02. These features are 
in agreement with the expectations from Sec. 3.
The analysis of Case II gives a concrete idea of how much in-
formation gain can be realistically expected when going from 1D 
to 2D in a situation of observation of resonant signal. The infor-
mation gain in terms of sample size nobs can be read on Fig. 5. 
For instance, going from the φ distribution to the (p
1
T , φ)
distribution is equivalent to have a sample of events smaller by a 
factor ∼ 0.66.
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In the view of future new physics searches and characterisation
at the LHC, we investigate the impact of multidimensional differ-
ential rates in typical LHC analyses. Through general observations 
based on Fisher information and Bayes factors, we ﬁnd that in 
the occurrence of a discovery, the gain from using 2D differential 
distributions instead of 1D is fundamentally bounded. In contrast, 
for model discrimination, no such bound is found, thus the gain 
from 1D to 2D can be much higher. To illustrate these features 
and show realistic values of the 1D/2D information gain, we study 
two new physics scenarios: operators from the SMEFT, and bosonic 
resonances.
We carried out discovery and discrimination tests in the VBF 
channel in presence of CP-even and CP-odd operators. The best 
1D/2D gain for discovery is found for the combination of variables 
(pγ1T , γγ ). As expected, the 1D/2D gain for CP discrimination is 
found to be much larger than for discovery. This observation also 
holds for various other choices of variables. In the presence of a 
heavy bosonic resonance, we evaluate the discrimination power of 
spin-0 versus spin-2 using the (p1T , ) variables, and observe 
a 1D/2D gain of about 50%. Overall, none of the 1D/2D gain we 
have observed exceed 100%. Note that the procedure of adding 
more differential information saturates as the kinematic informa-
tion in a given ﬁnal state is limited. Hence the gain from 2D to 
higher-dimensional distributions will be restricted due to correla-
tions among the variables involved.
All details needed to reproduce our analysis are provided, 
and important subtleties generally present in these analyses are 
pointed out. First, in the reconstruction method of the differential 
rates in the SMEFT, we point out that in the low-event regions of 
phase space the Cauchy–Schwarz bound on the interference can 
be violated by the large systematic uncertainties, resulting in un-
physical results. Second, we ﬁnd that when using projected data, 
a cancellation between the leading uncertainties of expected and 
projected rates naturally occurs, implying that the maximum like-
lihood would remain unchanged and hence the MonteCarlo sample 
size would only have to be mildly larger than the nominal sample 
size to provide meaningful results.
We hope this study serves as a guide to experiments to provide 
differential information to theoretical collaborations, and as how 
theorists could use this information for model discrimination.
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Appendix A. Information content of 1D/2D likelihoods, 
a Gaussian example
Here we illustrate the inequalities between 1D and 2D informa-
tion contents in an analytic example. It is enough to focus on the 
shape likelihood associated to a single event, the case of various 
events can be worked out in a fully similar way. We choose the 
underlying event rate distribution along the X, Y variables to be a 
bivariate normal distribution. We further assume that the central 
values depend linearly of the parameter of interest θ , hence
f X,Y =N (μ,) ,  =
(
σ 2X σXσYρ
σ σ ρ σ 2
)
,X Y Yμ =
(
μX
μY
)
≡
(
aX + bXθ
aY + bY θ
)
. (A.1)
It is also convenient to introduce the conditional density f X,Y =
f X fY |X with
f X =N (μX ,σ 2X ) ,
fY |X =N
(
μY − σY
σX
ρ(μX − x),σ 2Y (1− ρ2)
)
. (A.2)
In the ρ → ±1 limit, the conditional density
fY |X = 1√
2π(1− ρ2)σY
exp
⎛
⎜⎝−
(
μY − σYσX ρ(μX − x)
)2
2σ 2Y (1− ρ2)
⎞
⎟⎠ (A.3)
tends to zero everywhere except where the argument of the expo-
nential approaches zero. The limit is a Dirac distribution
fY |X → δ
(
y −μY ∓ σY
σX
(μX − x)
)
, ρ → ±1 (A.4)
This has to be true for any θ , hence the relation
bX
σX
= ± bY
σY
, ρ → ±1 (A.5)
must hold in that limit.
Let us now study the information content of f X , fY , f X,Y with 
respect to the θ parameter. For the 1D distributions we have sim-
ply
I1D,Xθ ≡ −∂2θ log f X =
b2X
σ 2X
, I1D,Yθ =
b2Y
σ 2Y
. (A.6)
For the 2D distribution f X,Y , away from ρ ∼ 1 we have in gen-
eral
I2Dθ = −∂2θ log f X,Y =
(
bX bY
)
−1
(
bX
bY
)
= 1
1− ρ2
(
b2X
σ 2X
+ b
2
Y
σ 2Y
− 2ρ bXbY
σXσY
)
. (A.7)
For ρ = 0, we recover the equality I2Dθ = I1D,Xθ + I1D,Yθ . Away from 
ρ = 0 we recover the upper bound on the 2D information, Eq. (13). 
Near ρ ∼ 1, the relation Eq. (A.5) must hold, hence the Fisher in-
formation of f X and fY are equal, I
1D,X
θ = I1D,Yθ = I1Dθ . Moreover 
the 2D Fisher information simpliﬁes to
I2Dθ = −∂2θ log f X,Y =
2
1+ |ρ|
(
b2X,Y
σ 2X,Y
)
= 2
1+ |ρ| I
1D
θ . (A.8)
Hence we have recovered the limit of full correlation for which the 
2D distribution does not bring new information with respect to 
1D. One can notice that in this simple model, whenever bX,Y are 
independent of ρ , Eq. (A.5) holds for any ρ and so does Eq. (A.8). 
When it is the case one has I2Dθ = 2I1Dθ for ρ = 0, which is the 
maximal 1D/2D gain possible.
Appendix B. Violation of the interference’s upper bound
The interference component in the true rate σr(c) = σ SMr +
cσ intr + c2σ BSMr satisﬁes a bound based on Cauchy–Schwarz in-
equality, |σint| < 2√σSMσBSM. From a concrete viewpoint, this 
bound prevents the cross-section for becoming negative for any 
value of c. Now, on bins featuring few events, the uncertainty is 
large enough so that there is a non-negligible probability that the 
42 F. Ferreira et al. / Physics Letters B 778 (2018) 35–42Cauchy–Schwarz bound be violated, i.e. |σˆint| < 2
√
σˆSMσˆBSM can be 
false. This then results in a negative rate on the bin for some in-
terval of c.
If the simulation has been done with enough events compared 
to the nominal event number, for any bin and any c, these rare 
events regions have a negligible impact on the subsequent analysis. 
Violation of the Cauchy–Schwarz constitutes then only a practi-
cal obstruction, and it is convenient to simply remove the bins on 
which the Cauchy–Schwarz bound is not respected.10
Appendix C. Cancellation of systematic uncertainties
When confronting the expected event numbers to observed 
event numbers, one has to make sure that the systematic uncer-
tainty on the expected event numbers has to be negligible with 
respect to statistical uncertainty, for every bin and for both SM 
and BSM hypotheses (for any relevant value of c, for example). 
In practice, this means that the number of MC events has to be 
larger than the number of observed events in all of these situa-
tions.
However, when the analyses involve projected data instead of 
actual data, a very nice and useful feature appears. It turns out 
that, provided one uses the same estimates for the projected rates 
and for the expected ones, the respective systematic uncertainties 
present in these rates will approximately cancel each other.
Let us detail how this occurs. The uncertainties on the recon-
structed rates take the form
σˆ (c) = σˆSM(1+ δSM) + cσˆint(1+ δint) + c2σˆBSM(1+ δBSM) (C.1)
where the δ’s are the nuisance parameters – which are in general 
correlated (see [23] for their correlation matrix). Let us ﬁrst adopt 
the Gaussian limit for simplicity. The likelihood using projected 
data takes the form exp(−L (σˆ (c′) − σˆ (c))2/2σˆ (c)), in which it is 
clear that the SM uncertainty in the numerator cancels out exactly, 
and the other ones are suppressed by c− c′ and c2 − (c′)2. As a re-
sult, the maximum of the likelihood remains unchanged and the 
main effect of the uncertainty is to distort the Gaussian and the 
Fisher information.
But these features turn out to be rigorously valid beyond 
the Gaussian limit, for Poisson likelihoods with any number of 
events. To see this, one ﬁrst combines the three nuisance pa-
rameters into a single one. This operation is rigorously deﬁned, 
and has already lead to useful developments in the context of 
LHC analyses [24–26]. After combination, the event rate takes the 
form
σˆ (c) = σˆ0(c)(1+ δ(c)) , (C.2)
where δ is the nuisance parameter and (c) controls the rela-
tive magnitude of the uncertainty. The marginal Poisson likelihood 
10 Another way of reconstructing the differential rate is to use the recently imple-
mented option in Madgraph 5 that removes the σBSM term from the amplitudes. 
We found a large amount of bins violating the Cauchy–Schwarz bound when using 
this prescription, and thus did not pursue with this method.with projected data is
L¯(c) =
∫
dδπ(δ)
e−n(c) n(c)n(c′)
(n(c′) + 1) , (C.3)
where n(c) =L σˆ (c) and π(δ) is the prior for δ. Computing the 
derivate of L¯(c), it turns out that the maximum of L¯(c) still occurs 
for c = c′ , in spite of the deformations induced by the uncertain-
ties, and for any π(δ).
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